I. Call to Order
   a. Roll Call
      i. Late: Alyssa Nowlen
   b. Approval of Minutes
      i. Motion- Ansley Wong
      ii. Second- Wil Harris
      iii. Unanimous
   c. Approval of Agenda
      i. Motion- Wil Harris
      ii. Second- Antonio De Pinho
      iii. Unanimous

II. Old Business

III. New Business
   a. Senate approval: Director of Elections
      i. Motion to approve Elliot Gardner- Matthew Ghan
         1. Second- Ian Policarpio
         2. Approval is Unanimous
   b. Senate approval: Director of Public Relations
      i. Motion to approve Molly Weber- Alexander Ballard
         1. Second- Matthew Ghan
         2. Approval is Unanimous
   c. Speaker Speeches
      i. Matthew Ghan- Thank you for nominating me and a great thing that this organization does is give people the opportunity to grow in leadership and that is what the speaker position does. The speaker position does exactly that. This past year I’ve seen Alex do a great job as a senator and I yes I do believe I’d do a good job but I think Alex can do a much stronger job than I can and so I would like to endorse Alex as the next speaker of Senate
      ii. Alexander Ballard- First I’d would like to thank ansley for nominating me, I’m very honored. The first thing I think is very important is to be reliable and I believe I am very reliable. I have a great understanding of the governing documents and I think that is very important for the role of the speaker. I think I’d be a great speaker and I hope everyone votes for me. Thanks everyone.
      iii. Wil Harris- I think since Matthew came up and endorsed Alex that says a lot about Alex because he is really dedicated to the organization and I think he will do a great job.
      iv. Jackie Palacios- Alex is a freshman and he is very involved and hit the ground running very quickly and wanted to better the students in anyway he can.
      v. Ian Policarpio- I think his speak has a lot of clarity and I think that is a good quality because we need a strong clear voice in the room that everyone can understand.
      vi. Ansley Wong- Not only does he have responsibility for the position, he
will also be there for you all to give advice or any help you may need. He’s a good person and a good friend to have.  

vii. Courtney Wong- Being new is very hard but Alex always gave me a smile and made me feel comfortable being here and I think that is very important to be welcoming and personable.  

viii. Motion to approve Alex Ballard as speaker- Ian Policarpio  
     1. Second- Alyssa Nowlen  
     2. Approval is Unanimous

IV. Open Forum

V. Announcements  
   a. COPA Townhall this Friday in Bertea Hall  
   b. CCC Awards are next Thursday  
   c. Next meeting Monday May 8th at 10-11:30pm  
   d. Chair applications due tomorrow by noon!  
   e. Support staff positions are live (Executive Assistant of Finance & Executive Assistant of PR)

VI. Adjournment  
   a. Motion- Courtney Wong  
   b. Second- Krista Tamares  
   c. Unanimous